Bailey Green Primary School together with Bailey’s Butterflies.
Mission Statement
We aim to make our school and nursery a welcoming and friendly place to be so that children can
be happy in our nursery and in school. We want them to enjoy learning, reach their full potential
and we will nurture their health and emotional well-being at all times. We will provide a
stimulating learning environment and a variety of exciting opportunities and experiences within a
broad and balanced curriculum. We aim to give children the best possible start to their education
by developing their curiosity, imagination and desire to learn. Each child is valued as an individual
irrespective of their race, gender, culture or sexual orientation.

Our Values
Our key values were chosen with staff, children and governors. Across the 4 values, happiness
threads throughout as we believe happiness is the key to success.

RESPECT

SUCCESS

CREATIVITY

TEAMWORK

1. At Bailey Green and Bailey’s Butterflies we RESPECT our friends, teachers, visitors and all
adults who work in our school and the wider community. We have very high expectations
of behaviour and good manners and take pride in everything and all we do.
2. Our aim is for all children to experience SUCCESS whether this is academic, through sport
or the arts, and to support them in their positive well-being to ensure they leave Bailey
Green prepared for life.
3. We strive to provide a range of stimulating experiences which allow our children to express
their CREATIVITY, enabling them to explore, wonder and develop a sense of curiosity about
the world.
4. TEAMWORK is at the heart of all we do. We see ourselves as being one big family at Bailey
Green - a family who knows each other well and works together, ensuring that everyone
achieves their true potential.

